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ABSTRACT

A consistent pairing theory of carriers in real- and impulse spaces is developed. The

pairing of different free (F), delocalized (D) and self-trapped (S) carriers in real-space,

leading to the formation of various bipolaronic states are considered withiti the continuum

model and adiabatic approximation taking into account the combined effect of the short-

and long-rang components of electron lattice interaction with and without electron cor-

relation. The formation possibility of D and S -bipolarons as a function of e^/ec, are

shown. The pairing scenarios of carriers in A-space leading to the formation of different

bipolarons (including also Cooper pairs dynamic bipolarons) are considered within the

generalized BCS like model taking into account the combined phonon and polaron-bag

madiated processes. It is shown that the pure BCS pairing picture is the particular case of

the general BCS-like one. The possible relevance of the obtained results to high Tc super-

conductors is discussed in details in the framework of a novel two stage Fermi-Bose-liquid

scenarios of superconductivity which is caused by single particle and pair condensation of

an attracting bipolarons.



1 Introduction

As is generally known the pairing of carriers in superconductors plays an important role in

the formation of the superconducting (SC) state. In connection with the discovery of the

high-temperature superconductors (HTSC) various pairing mechanisms under the differ-

ent names (such as, phonoti, exciton, plasmon, polaron, local pair, peroxiton, electron-

charge and spin hag, soliton.magnon and etc.) are discussed [1-7]. In many versions of

these pairing theories two limit cases arc considered, namely, the formation of the DCS

like k space pairing state [1 -7] and spatially separated hipotaronic real space pairing one

(1,2,0.7]. In both limit cass the appearance of the SC state is assumed possible. However,

a very controversial question in the theory of superconductivity is the relevance to the

superconductivity of the pairing of curriers in the real-space. According to the Landau

criterion, an ideal Dose gas (BG) is not superfiuid, while the BCS -like k-spa.ee pairing

may have a certain relation to the superconductivity. Such pairing of carriers at last is

necessary tor studying their collective properties which arc very important, in the estab-

lishment, of next key scenarios of SC phase transition [!) 11]- Therefore, the relationship of

the above two versions of pairing by extending; each other represents special interest. The

present, paper is devoted to discuss this question. First we consider the formation pos-

sibility of different types of bipolarons in real space pairing approximation. The ground

state of electrons and holes in solids in their self trapped (S) (i.e. polaronic) state. This

is discovered in many classes of substances, such as. alkali halides, rare-gas solids, oxides,

organic molecular crystals and semiconductors [8,11,12]. in other words, due to strong

electron lattice interactions the free (F) or itinerant, state of carriers becomes unstable

and leads to the formation of less itinerant (we call it delocalized (D)) or even immobile

one (i.e. S state of a small polaron). Then, we consider the pairing of these polarons

within the k space approximation.

2 The pairing of polarons in real—spaces

The question about the formation possibility of a large bipolaron (in our context D) was

first considered by Pekar [14]. Pekar used a variational method without taking into ac-

count short range component of the electron -lattice interaction and electron correlation

within the continuum model and adiabatic approximation. It is shown that in such ap-

proximations the formation of the D bipolaron is impossible. Later, a similar approach

was used by Vinetsky [15] to consider the formation possibility of two-centre D-bipolaron.
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It was found that the formation of such D -bipolarons becomes energetically advantage

under certain condition x = foo/£o £ 005 (where £0 and e^ are the static and high

frequency dielectric constants) and their binding energy EbB ~ 'i - 4 percent of dou-

ble polaron energy (2EP). In [15] (see also [16]) the important role of the short-range

electron-lattice interaction in the formation of one-center D-bipolaron, in the absence of

the electron correlation was pointed out also. While in [17] in contrast to the above the

formation possibility of Pekar's bipolarons (or one- center D -bipolarons) at x < 0.018 with

binding energy E^B/^EP — 0.04 (at x -+ 0) is assumed. However, the validity of such as-

sertion causes doubt. Further, according to [18] the formation of two-center D-bipolaron

considered in [15] is also unlikely. In [19] (see also [20]) the question on the Pekar's

bipolaron, within the variational method taking into account, the electron correlation, is

considered. Thereby the formation possibility of such D bipolaron in a wide region of the

values j - < 0.125 with the binding energy reaching up to 22 percent (at x —> 0) of double

polaron energy is shown [20]. Further, this problem is investigated in [18] using the path

integral method, by Adamowski who obtained almost the same results. In [21], using this

method and taking into account both the long- and the short-range components of the

electron lattice interaction as well as the electron correlation, the formation possibility

of D- and S- bipolarons is studied. The existence region of the D bipolarons was found

out comparatively narrow (i.e. 0 < x < 0.079) and the binding energy was not evaluated.

In [22] a more soft criterion for Frohlich type D bipolaron formation <it, x < 7/15 was

obtained. However, this is incorrect (this will be discussed elsewhere). The formation

of the S-bipolarons in the absence of long-range electron lattice interaction with no full

inclusion of electron correlation was studied in [23]. So, the formation possibility of D-

and S-bipolarons both with and without inclusion of electron correlation and short range

electron -lattice interaction is not investigated sufficiently yet.

2.1 The pairing of polarons without electron correlation

The total energy of two electron-crystal lattice system in the continuum model and adi-

abatic approximation is given by the functional form;

jdridr2[EdA( rl) +

~



where *(n , r 2 ) = *(r!)*(r2) is the electron wave function at the coordinates r, and

T>>; A(r) is the deformation of the lattice, *(r) is the electrostatic potential due to the

ionic displacement polarization, Ed is the deformation potential of the electron, K is

an elastic constant, i = £x/(\ - x) is the effective dielectric constant. The functional

(2.1), after minimizing firstly with respect to A and * and then with respect to a trial

wave function chosen in the form *(r) = (ti^/ao^cxpJ-Trfar/a,,)2] [24] (where a is

dimension less varittlional parameter characterizing the carrier localization degree, a0 is

the lattice constant), has the form

where B = ^h1' j2mUi^gsl. = 2ysi, <!s] = Ed/2Ka*B,yt2 = gn{\ -

(2.2)

- x),gn =
e'2/ianB. The functional (2.2) depending on the quantities of gs,gi and x may have one

minimum at a = o/, < 1 or two ones at n = nn > 1 and o = ns — 1, which are separated

by the energy barrier
on

(2.4)

and the energy of these D and S states of bipolarons is determined from

//.« - gn), (2,5)

respectively, where y = ysxgn. In (2.2), if we substitute gs/2, gm(l - x) and B for

S.s-, f;«>(l - 2.r) and 2B, respectively, then we obtain the functional of the polaron total

energy Ep{a). The binding energy of the bipolaron is determined by the difference

— 2Ep (2.6)

where Ep aisd En is the polaron and bipolaron energy, respectively. Then, for the forma-

tion criterion of the D bipolaron from the inequality EB(ao) - 2Ep(aD) < 0 we have (cf.

with [15,16])
1 L " 1 ~ 2 x 1 ' 2 " - ' < 3 (2.7)-\l-by + 4(1 - 3i

The formation condition of the S-bipolaron has the form

4
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(2-8)

with the additional conditions for x < 0.5

y> (2.9)
6 (1 -2x) '

and for x > 0.5

y > 9(ooz(l - x), (2.10)

respectively, where gix — f?JE^a^B. The dependence of the ratio of D bipolaron bind-

ing energy EbB(D) to double D polaron energy 2Ep(D) on x for different values of y is

presented in Fig.l. The phase diagram for stable bipolaronic states in two-dimensional

coordinate space (x,y) is shown in Fig.2.

2.2 The pairing of polarons with electron correlation

For the calculations of the ground state energy of a polaron and a bipolaron by using the

variational method in the continuum model and adiabatic approximation the functional of

their total energies after minimizing with respect to lattice deformation and polarization,

has the form

"hlM'h'"Urdr'-l% N>*{r)dr (2.11)

FL - r ; ! |\
d. I *J/^(?'| !'2))$?2(t'-) T-]

K J ' ' "
(2.12)

where ijj(r) and ^"{ri,r2) are one and two electron wave functions, respectively. In order

to minimize Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) with respect to V'(r) and *(ri,r2) the trial functions

are chosen in the form

V)(r) = A'exp[-(ar)-J] (2.13)

*(r,, ra) = JV[1 + fi(arn)
2 exp\~aJ(r^ + r|)] (2.14)

where a and 0 are the variational parameters, characterizing the carriers localization and

correlation between them, respectively, N is the normalization factor, r12 is the distance

between the carriers. Substitution of (2.13) and (2.14) into Eqs (2.11) and (2.12) and

then calculation of the integrals and introducing the following dimensionless parameters;

7 = Wo/[(7rfi)72m'o£], g, = 2e2/hu1(l£'aih gs = EJ/hw0Kal,U = 2e (2.15)
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give (in units of Debye energy Wo)

9s (2.16)

(2.17)

where a = naa and

C, QS) = 1 + 2(1 + 1 ;.i//2/4, C,(/J) = 1 + W + 15/^/4,

C'i(^) = 1 + 9/1/2 + 3 0 ^ / 3 2 + i:}95#:7l28 + 23745/3" /4096,

Cri(;i) = ] + 11/3/2 + 449^/32 + 2:301/^/128 + 43545/34/4096,

The mean size (or radius) of a polaron and a bipolaron is easily calculated according to

the determination of the mean value

r >- / rii!2(r)dr and < rl2 >= / '"'fa*'J(

from which we find

fl and <iw = < rVi >= (2.18)

where C(,(ji) = 1 + 5.rf + 35/J2/4. Al y/ = 0 and under strong short-range electron-lattice

interaction only small radius (dn ~ alt) S-bi]>olaron <-;\n be formed. Such bipolaron is

also formed at in ^ (I and gs / 0, ami under certain condition D- and S-bipolarons can

coexist. In the ca.se of the forinatioi) of S-sttit.es of polarons and bipolarons it is usually

accepted that dp(S) = <i« an<l dn(S) = aa. The binding energy of D- and S-bipolarons is

determined from (2.6) after minimizing of the functional (2.16) and (2.17) with respect,

to a and ri.

2.3 Numerical results and their discussions

For alkali halid.es and HTSC the width of the upper valence band is ~ \eV [12,14,26] and

Debyo energy is ~ 10~2e.V. So, the condition of the adiabatic approximation 7 ~ lO"2 <£

1 i« well satisfied. Then at. £«> ~ 5 and an ~ 5A we have U ~ 100. Therefore at the

calculations of Ev(n) and Ep{a, {)) we may put gs,9i and U ~ 0 - 120 and 7 ~ 0.02.

Below, the results of the numerical calculations for the cases: a) gs — 0,<?i ^ 0; b)

y.s- £ 0, gt = 0 and c) #s ^ 0, gt -£ 0 are presented.

2.3.1 Long-range electron-lattice interaction and the formation of a large

radius delocalized bipolarons

The numerical results show that the role of the correlation between carriers is crucial

in the D-bipolaron formation at gs = 0 as it was point out in [20]. The dependence of

the ratio of a D- bipolaron binding energy, E^,B(D), to double D-polaron energy, 2Bp(D),

on Eoc/eti is illustrated in Fig.3. The dependence of the ratio rffj/rf,, on e^/ea is also

presented. As it is shown in this figure, the ratio EbIi(D}/2Ep{D)t calculated by means

of trial functions (2.13) and (2.14) is ~ 0.22 at, eoc/fo —» 0 and the formation of a D-

btpolaron is possible at. fot/-o <• 0.13. These results are very close to those of Suprun ct.

al. [19] (see also [20]) which were obtained by means of somewhat other trial functions

than (2.13) and (2.14). From Fig.3 it is also clear that with the decreasing of the ratio

EbB(D)j1Ep(D), ds/dp grows, i.e. the size of a D- bipolaron with the increasing of Soo/fo

grows up rather quickly than the size of a D-polaron.

2.3.2 Short-range electron-lattice interaction and the formation of the com-

paratively small radius self-trapped bipolarons

In [23] the electron correlation effects are taken into account in kinetic and coulombic

repulsive energies of the electrons. Here these effects are taken into account in all terms

of the total energy of the considered system. The dependence of the ground state energy

of a S-bipolaron on the parameter of the electron correlation [i at gt = 0,7 = 0.02 and

U = 40 is presented in Fig.4. As it is evident from this figure, the role of the electron

correlations is highly important also in the formation of the comparatively small radius

S-bipolaron and the decrease of the total energy of such bipolaron in comparison with the

case without electron correlation is three times larger.

2.3.3 The combined effect of the short- and long-range electron-lattice in-

teraction components on the formation of delocalized and self-trapped

bipolarons

Our numerical results show that under the existence of the electron correlation and gt ^

0 the role of a short-range electron- phonon interaction is highly essential also in the

formation of both D-and S-bipolarons. In present case the dependence of EllB{D)j2Ep{D)

on £oo/£"o has the form as it is shown in Fig.5. In this figure, for gs = 70 and (/( = 20,

the ratio Et,B(D)j2Ep(D) reaches up to 0.372 (at £„/£« —> 0) which is almost two times



larger than 0.22 obtained at g$ = 0. Further, the formation of a D-bipolaron becomes

possible in more wide region of the values E^JEa < 0.16. Now from the relation (2.15)

takes place. In two-dimensional space of the parameters (gs, U), the phase diagram of the

stable states of carriers in the short- and long-range field of the lattice for 7 = 0.02 and

gi = 0, 20, 50, 80 are presented in Fig.6. (ef. with analogous phase diagram obtained in

[21] witii path integral method). The results obtained by us allow to make the following

conclusions: a) at //; = 0 and comparatively small values of g$ the stable state of carriers

is free (or Bloch) one. and with the increasing of r/s this state becomes metastable (at

Us > ;/s fUU' 'he value of gt; grows with the increasing of U) and the S-bipolaron state

is stable (Fig.(in); t>) at small g$ and gi the D-state of the polarons and bipolarons is

stable and at enough large values of gs the S-bipolaron state is stable (Fig.6b,c,d); c.)

with increasing of (/, decay of the D- and S-bipolaron into two D- and S-polarons occurs.

3 The pairing of polarons in the impulse space

The above self trapping scenarios of carriers and their subsequent pairing leads to the

formation of spatially separated polarons and bipolarons with zero bandwidth as an ideal

Fermi gas and BG. Hence separate levels of a polaron and a bipolaron in the energy gap

of the system arc formed. However, with the increase of the concentration of polarons

their bandwidth became non-zero. At a definite bandwidth of the polarons their pairing

may be considered in the k-space ns it is done in BCS like theory (see also [5,7,27],

The haniiltouian of the multi-component Fermi-gas system with the pair interaction

between particles lian the form [0,1(1]

H = (3-D

where f (k) = U1^1 j'bny,,, iny,, and npn are the mass and chemical potential of n-th type

polarons. respectively, aj^ta,,*^) the creation (annihilation) operators of these polarons

in state \nktr >, k and a their wave vector and spin indices, respectively, V£(k, k') is the

pair interaction potential (which has both an attractive and a repulsive part) between

n-th and 2-th type polarons. Si is the volume of the system, n, I = {1,2,.. . , J/}, v < 4.

The haniiltonian (3.1) is diagonalized by the standard Bogolubov transformation of Fermi

operators. Then in the excitation spectrum

there are n energy gaps determined from

(3-2)
n k,, " ' EFi{k') IT

where (Fn(k) is the energy of n-th type polarons measured relative to ftFn and a repulsive

Hartree-Fock potential (which can be incorporated and denoted as ftyn) (see [28]). For

simplicity we consider the case V£,{k, k') ^ 0 and Vj\ {k, k') = 0 (n ^ I). Further we use

usual BCS-like approximation for V,fn(k,k') [8]

{VL-VL if f(t), f.(k')<EAn = Ebl

Vn
F

n(k, k') = V,Fin if EAn < f (fc), ({k1) < ERn

{ 0 if f(fc) or f(k') > ER,,
(3.3)

where EAn and Enn are the cutoff parameters for hybrid attractive V^n (wiiieh has both

the phonon- and polaron bag attracting part) and a repulsive V)£t( part of the potential

V^n{k,k'), respectively, in n-th polaronic band, EAri <s: Ei;rl. Then we determine the

disappearance temperature of n-th type bound polaron pairs 7V,, and the ratio gFn ~

2AFJTFn as

TFn ^ 1, U(EbH + ̂ H)exp(-1/7P,,) (3.4)

and

<!Fn = 3.52 (3.5)

where lFn = VFnDFn, VFt, = VAn - V,\n (V'n = VKn/[l + DFnVlin\n(ERJE*n)\) and

DFn are the effective interaction potential and density of states in the n-th polaronic

band, respectively, fiul( is the Debyc energy. Here the combined phonon- and polaron-

bag mediated processes are taken into account as it is done in the case of the combined

electronic (lochon)- and phonon mediated ones in [4]. While the expression of the cutoff

energy obtained within the spin— and correlation bag approaches [5,29] are also similar

to the results [4]. So, our and the above named approaches are modified variants of the

basic BCS theory. In the absence of the static lattice deformation (that takes place in

many Low Temperature Superconductors (LTSC)) EJB = 0 and we have a pure BCS

picture. In general, a pure BCS pairing is possible otdy in F-states of carriers whereas

in their D- and S states always the combined BCS and non BCS (i.e. polaron-bag)

pairing are realized. Further, in the case when the Fermi energy of n-th type polarons

EFn < (EI,B+^O) (e.g. that takes place in 3tfe [30]) the cutoff energy in (3.3) would be

replaced by EFn [31] or width of the polaronic band [27]. In the case of 0 < V^n < VAH

then 0 < VFnDFn < 1 and the above modified BCS-like pairing theory of polarons is

quite applicable.
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4 Discussion of the results and their possible rela-
tion to high—Tc superconductivity

Now wo compare the obtained theoretical results with earlier existing ones and exper-

imental situations ax well as the distinctive features of F , D and S-states of pairing

carriers responsible for the realization of the different. SC state. The ground states of

carriers depending on the quantity of the short and long range electron-lattice interac-

tion as well <LS the Coulomb repulsion between them are F . D and S ones. It is clear

that the carriers in D and S states are adiabatic polarons and bipolarons whereas in

F state they are uonadiabatic (or dynamic) ones. From the above it follows that not only

electron correlation but also short range electron lattice interaction plays the important,

role in the format ion of D and S bipolarons. As is clear from (2.7). the formation of the

D bipolarous without electron correlation is impossible both for gsi = 0 and for gn = 0

(cf. [ir>,l(i]). While according to (2.7) the formation of the S state of bipolarous is im-

possible only for r;.si = (I but for gsi =f= 0 it becomes possible for any gn (cf. [16]). So,

the short, range electron-lattice interaction plays crucial role in the formation not only

5 [23] but also D states of bipolarons (cf.[15,16]). Unlike the S-bipolarons the forma-

tion of the D polarons is possible without such interaction also. The binding energy of

a D bipolaron in the absence of the electron correlation may reach up to 21 per cent

of double polaron energy 2EP(D) (at .r -+ II) and existence region of the bipolaron is

sufficiently wide x < (1.075. It should be noted that the inclusion of the electron cor-

relation within the path integral method gives for the existence region of D bipolarons

nearly the same result J: < I).079 [21]. Further, some variational calculations indicate

that, with the inclusion of the electron correlation at gS\ = 0 and gn ^ 0 the ratio

Ei,i)(D)/2E,,(D) ~ 0.22 [19. 20]. As mentioned before, the inclusion of either the electron

correlation (at tylS-] = 0) or the short range electron lattice interaction (at gn i=- 0) gives

nearly the same results. Simultaneously, inclusion of the short-range electron lattice in-

teraction and electron correlation lead to essential increasing of the binding energy of

D bipolarons reaching up to 37 per cent of double polaron energy and noticeable broad-

ening of their existence region up to i < 0.16. It follows that the formation possibility of

the D -bipolarons in concrete materials is restricted by the condition x < 0.075 (in absence

of the electron correlation) and x < 0.1G which are satisfied in some compounds, such

as, TiO2 (£x ~ 6 - 7.2, en = 170 [32]), SiTiO3 (eK = 5.2, <r0 = 2300 [19]), oxide HTSC

(£x~2- 5,e0 ^ 50 - 85 [16,33]). DaO(^ = 4,e0 = 34 [32]). metal ammonia solution
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(Eoo = 1.8, £o = 22 [17]) and probably in other ones (e.g., organic HTSC, intcrmetallic

compounds, Ti\Ot and etc.). While, the formation conditions (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) for

S bipolarons are satisfied in many compounds. Therefore, the experimental observations

of small bipolarons (possibly above continuum S) and the absence of such evidence for

D-bipolarons most probably are caused by these circumstances [18]. The observed deep

localized states in the energy gap, effective mass of carriers in' i; 10 — '30m,. and coher-

ence length £ ~ 4 — 5()A in oxide and organic HTSC, indicate the existence of D- and

S-polarons and bipolarons [12,13.34 37]. It is reasonable to assume that the increasing

of the concentration of D and S polarons and bipolarons having thick local deformation

clouds leads to the overlap of their deformation clouds which later on become more thin

but extended over a. wide region. This leads to a decrease of the lattice deformation de-

gree or n>* ami E^y and broadening of the bandwidth of polarons and bipolarons. In such

situations the pairing of carriers cannot be considered in the real space. The collective

effects then lead to the modulation of the basic parameters of pairing polarons (see also

[5]). In present, case, the impulse approximation is better suitable for studying of the

pairing of polarons. We now discuss the possible relevance of our results (in particular,

the distinctive pairing features of F , D and S- carriers) to superconductivity mechanism

in different, superconductors. So, in the F-state of carriers the static deformation of the

lattice is absent. The pairing of F-carriers is possible under consideration of the dynamic

effects of their dressing in phonon cloud, i.e. under consideration of their interaction with

the virtual phonons. In present case the non adiabatic (i.e. dynamic) F-polarons and

bipolarons (i.e. Cooper pairs) are formed. The conventional DCS theory of superconduc-

tivity (see [9,10,11]) describes only the Cooper pairing processes of such F-polarons by

means of phonon exchange. The BCS theory may be modified also to the cases of the

pairing of D- and S-polarons analogous to the case of exciton, plasmon and other non-

phonon pairing mechanism of carriers [2,4]. Here the contribution of both the dynamic

and static lattice deformations i.e. the combined phonon- and polaron-bag mediated

processes should be taken into account, in pairing of D and S-polarons, similar to the

case of phonon- and electronic-bag mediated ones [4]. Then the depairing temperature

of these polarons may be determined by (3.4).

It is evident that the pairing mechanism of carriers is phonon- and polaron-mediated

at Et>B -C ^ u and E^ » fmt0, respectively. The first takes place for D- and especially

F-polarons and the second for S-ones. Indeed, for HTSC the Fermi energy e;r ~ 7eV

[38,39], B ~ leV [7], K ~ 1.4 x W^dy/cm2 [40], a0 ^ 4A, Ed ~ {2/3)eF =; 4.66eV,
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x ~ 0.03 - 0.10, gsi ~ ii.19, EbB(D) ~ 0.01 - 0.04eV (for i = 0.04 - 0.05 and y =

0.16 - (1.17), Etat-S) = 0.24 - 0.3U-V (for x = 0.04 - 0.05 and y ~ 0.217 - 0.260) and

fiw,, ~ O.OCfrV [41]. For z = 0.05 and y ~ 0.16 the mean size of D- and S-bipolarons

is dp ~ (1,,/ri/j > fi0 and ~ a0, respectively, which agrees well with the observed val-

ues of the coherence length £ ~ 4 - H)A in HTSC [35]. While the effective mass of

D- and S-polarons is m* ~ nlti2 j2dvEv{D) ~ 4.27"*,. (the mean size of the D-polaron

d» ~ «/)/(•/> > 2tt(i) iind that of S polaron is, ~ TTYI2/2OOEV(S) ~ 7.23mc. Then, ac-

cording to [15] t he effective mass of D- and S-bipolarons is equal to mj, = 4m* ~ 12m,

(for x = 0,05 and y = 0.16) and ^ 17mr (for f̂  = 2.5 and i = 0.05), ~ 29m, (for

foo = 3 and r = 0.05), which, also, agree well with the observed values of the effective

masses of carriers m* ~ 3 - 3()in,. and ~ 10 — 30m,, respectively, in Mt.anates and oxide

HTSC [12,13]. For the determination of TF, according to (3.4), it is reasonable to assume

that 7,,,, ~ 0.35 (usually 7,.,, ~ 0.25 - (1.50 [42,43]). Then, for D- and S- bipolarons

with binding energies Em{D} ~ 0.03rl' and EbB(S) ~ 0.24rV, EbB(S) ~ 0.2(icV we find

7V ~ 08A', 227A" anil 242A', respective^', Apparently, some order parameters disappear

below Tr near T ~ 00 - 70A" [44] and phase transitions above Tr at T a 230 - 240A' in

HTSC arc caused by the depairing of such D- and S-bipolarons. in the. Fermi system the

pairing- of carriers and the formation of their BCS-like state is only necessary but not a

sufficient condition for appearance of superfluidity (.superconductivity) [9] (see also [2]).

Indeed, in this system the SC phase transition may be considered as two-stage processes

accompanying as a rule, by the formation of composite bosons (F , D and S bipolarons)

with their .subsequent transition to supeiiiuid state by means of single particle and pair

condensation [10,11], So, appearance of superconductivity is possible tinder existence of

both the order parameter of an attracting fennion pairs Ay (determined according to

BCS-like theory) and an attracting boson pairs Aa (determined according to the the-

ory of single particle and pair condensation theory of composite bosons). According to

[9 11] the critical temperature of SC transition Tr for the so-called fennion supercon-

ductors (FSC) (AF(T = TF) = AH[T = 7 » = 0) and boson ones [AB(T = TB) = 0

and A,,(T = TF > T,,) = 0} is determined as Tc = T,, = TB > TBEC (where TBEC

is the Bose Einstein condensation temperature of an ideal BG) and Tr = TB < Tr- In

FSC. near T = 7>, the number of composite bosons nn(T) <C «B(0) and they may be

considered as an ideal BG, while in DSC, n»(T) ~ TIU(0) = const up to T = TB. For a

thrce-dime.nnioiial attracting BG TE ~ TBKC[^ + 1.4377By/7'BBr/O] [13], where -yB is the

boson-boson coupling constant, £4 is the cutoff parameter for the attractive part of the

13

boson-boson interaction potential and 7fl <g 1,TBEC/CA *S 1. We estimate the quantity

of TBEC and Tc = TB at nB(T) = nB(Q) for D- and S-bipolarons. At nfl(0) s IO'^OTJ"1

for m a ~ 12, 17 and 29mf we find that TBEC ~ 244,172 and 101A'. respectively. Then,

assuming yB — 0.2 and TBEC/(A — 0.1 we obtain Tc = 266,187 and 110A", respectively.

Indeed, in YBa2Cu3O7^T the SC transition is observed in the interval TF ~ 110 - 220A"

[45]. As is clear for D-bipolaron, Tp < TB when nB(T) ~ nB(0). However, at T -» TF

the number of such D-bipolarons is rapidly decreased and as a result,, TB —> TQEC —* TF.

While for two types S-bipolarons with m* ~ 17 and 29m,, the condition Tp > TR is

satisfied. Herein the values of Tf. = Tn ĉ  111) - 187A" close to the observed values of Tr

in HTSC [45]. The consideration of the distinctive features of F-, D- and S-bipolarons

are very important for determination not only Ti.-,TnKC,Tn and T,., but also other SC

parameters, such as, London penetration depth A/,, critical magnetic fields //,.[ arid Hc2 ,

etc. So, for example, at ng(0) ~ li^'cur' ~m c;ise of F-bipolarons tussuming m*H ~ 2mP

we find XL — (m.Rcl/teijjOji:2)''2 — 240l)A and in case of D- and S-bipolarons with

mjj ~ 12 and ~ 29rn, we obtain A/, ~ 3400 and ~ 821H)A, respectively. Tbes<! values

of At are consistent with the observed ones; 1400 - HMIOOA in HTSC [40,47]. Further,

coexistence of F-, D- and S-bipolarons can explain other observed anomalous properties

of HTSC as well as type II LTSC, heavy fermion and organic superconductors. These

include, for example, two-type SC order parameters [35], mixed states in the interval of

magnetic field HcA < H < H,^, temperature Tci < T < T,:j [48], jump of specific beat, at

T = Tci < Tc and T = Tr = Tc2 [48,49] etc. Coexistence of two types order parameters AF

and A/j allows to explain also the nonzero density of states inside assumed "SC gap A.SY,1"

in HTSC and LTSC (including peak precursor observed outside ASc in some LTSC) [41]

as well as the existence of some pseudo-gap A,̂ ,- in the normal state in HTSC [50], Thus,

the above continuum theory of polarons and bipolarons allows to describe enough fully

and consistent the specific features of the formation of delocalized and localized states of

carriers in solids, displaying as the resonance, shallow and deep states of electronic de-

fects and different pairing and superfluidity mechanisms of carriers from a unified position.

Note: In a very recent paper by Verbist et. al. [51] it has been also indicated that there

are some errors in [22],
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